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acquire should be truly advanced and appropriate to China’s

needs.862.The technology you transfer to us should enable the

venture’s products to be competitive on the international

market.863.The know-how we import should be directed toward

manufacturing products suitable for export.864.The advanced

technology we import should improve markedly the quality of

existing products.865.The technology provided to the joint venture

must be integrated, precise and reliable.866.The technology we

acquire shall enable our products to achieve significant economic

results.867.Your technology should be advanced, reliable , and

helpful to the development of our export-oriented

economy.868.The import know-how should help improve the

quality of our products.869.You should supply us with advanced

techniques and modernized management methods.870.Please

provide us with the necessary technical data and, if possible, some

drawings connected with the design and building of the new

equipment.871.For the success of our joint venture, it’s extremely

important for us to acquire the infomp3ation concerning the

product design and the production processes.872.You should give us

as soon as possible the blueprint plan for the introduction of the

equipment and a report on a survey of the feasibility entire

plan.873.Please turn over these technical data to our side at the



earliest possible time.874.Shall we discuss technology transfer brief

now?875.We want to import advanced technology from you in

order to compete successfully on the international market.876.Since

the existing know-how transferred by your company will soon

become obsolete, we expect that you will continue offering us your

improved technological expertise.877.By advanced technology, we

mean both industrial property and know-how. 878.If the documents

you send us cannot be used, or if one item or more mentioned in the

packing list should be lacking, you have to send all the documents or

the lacking items at your cost , within 45 days from the date you

receive the written notice from us.879.If any serious difficulties arise

with regard to the working of the engines which we built, and if it is

proved that such difficulties are at fault in any data, drawings or

documents you sent us, you would , at your expense, correct such

faulty data, drawings or documents.880.If the technical documents

provided by you are not applicable to our actual production

condition, you are obliged to assist us in modifying the technical
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